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News from the Field

Towards a Feminist Foreign Policy in the United States

The International Center on Research on Women, along with 50 other feminist organizations (including NAMEN) officially launched an effort to promote a US feminist foreign policy. Above is the direct link to this site.

From the launch announcement: "Feminist foreign policy is the most recent policy innovation aiming for a transformative and rights-based approach across all auspices of a national foreign policy. Following formal announcements of feminist foreign policy in a number of countries, starting with Sweden in 2014, and followed by Canada in 2017, announcement by France and Luxembourg in 2019, and most recently in Mexico in January, we hope to see this idea take hold in the United States as well."

2020, the time has come to consider what approach the United States could take." 

Go here to see the official press release.

And here to see and access the social media toolkit.

**Resources**

From OurWatch (an advocacy organization in Australia) comes these guidelines for reporting on violence against women and children.


A 2-page review of the efforts to engage men and the emerging lessons we’re learning (both positive and negative).

recently launched this new video: “Equality, it’s all in the Family.”

“If he can see it, will he be it?” Join the Geena Davis Institute in partnership with Promundo and the Kering Foundation for the launch of new research on how masculinity is portrayed in the most popular television shows among boys age 7 - 13, and how media-makers can have a positive impact by creating diverse and healthy representations of boys and men onscreen.

**Last Note**

NAMEN is reliant on your support for our efforts and growth. Please invite your friends, colleagues and others to join NAMEN, and consider making an additional donation to support NAMEN as we continue to grow in our efforts and effectiveness.